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Twitter Auto-Bans Users with 
Egg, Anime Avatars

       Last Thursday, one poor, unfortunate sophomore learned the hard way that, 
when talking to seniors this time of  year, some conversation topics are just...off  
limits. 

       Samantha Parker ‘17, the sophomore in question, made the dire mistake of  
approaching Abigail Morrison ‘15, a fellow Archery I student, in Commons during 
dinner, and blithely congratulating her on being “officially ¼ of  the way through 
their thesis!”

        According to one of  the CSOs on the scene, Morrison proceeded to “...jump 
on top of  [Parker], grab two handfuls of  her hair, and let out a scream not unlike 
that of  an alligator I saw on the Discovery Channel last weekend. Did you know 
alligators could scream? They can. Wowza”

        It had been a long day for Morrison: the IRB had just informed her that no, 
crack cocaine was not an acceptable bribe to offer freshmen in exchange for their 
participation in her psychology study. On top of  that, she had not slept for 48 hours 
at the time of  the incident. (None of  this, of  course, is intended to discount the 
horror of  her actions; to explain them, perhaps, but not in an approving way. Not 
really. Well, not entirely.)

        Physically, Parker made it out largely unharmed: she’s missing two fairly large 
chunks of  hair, and her torso is quite badly bruised, but she told Pamphlette reporters 
that her just made her look “badass”.

        On top of  that, she remains uncomprehending of  the sin she has committed. 
“Like, what’s the big deal?” she asked, her tone suggesting she actually expected an 
answer. “They’re done with first quarter! Isn’t that exciting? Like, they’re getting there! 
Things are looking up! Why aren’t they happy?”

        (At this point in the interview, both of  the Pamphlette’s senior writers left the 
room, so as not to alarm Parker with our own angry, animalistic noises, so as to 
avoid reminding her of  her recent trauma. You’re welcome, Samantha. Just...don’t 
talk to any more seniors, okay?)

by LS

by SS

       If  you’re anything like us, you crave recognition and glory, preferably with minimal 
effort. Ever a magnanimous deity, the Pamphlette is here to insure that you, too, can use 
your mediocre writing talents and Internet-warped sense of  humor to get 5-30 seconds of  
attention from a stranger! That’s right--prepare to create your very own click-bait article. 
(Or at least the title. If  you have that, all you need to do is add a few numbered GIFs and 
you’re in business.)

Choose one title segment from each list:

Part One:
 - She’s Got Something To Say To You:
 - You Won’t Believe It When I Tell You
 - These Baptist Ministers Want You To Know That
 - Would You Believe That
 - Some People Think That
 - 27 Ways That
 - This One Little Fact Might Surprise You:
 - Even If  You’re a Republican,

Part Two:
 - These Twins Can Do Something Remarkable.
 - Being A Privileged White Dude Is Like, Really Hard.
 - These Kittens Can Make Your Day Better.
 - People Across The World Are People.
 - It Only Takes These Five Tricks To Make Sex Ten Times Better.
 - Stopping These Seven Things Can Change Your Life.
 - These Kids Are Here To Teach You Something Most People Already Know.

Part Three:
 - Really.
 - The Reason Why Might Surprise You.
 - Warning: You Might Cry.
 - Prepare To Be Amazed.
 - You Won’t Know What Hit You.
 - Really Really.

Congratulations: you’re five sevenths of  the way to an excellent click-bait article!

        Finally caving to a massive backlog of  abuse reports, social media network 
Twitter announced that their service will now instantly ban users with the default 
“egg” image or any anime characters as their avatars.
        
        “We didn’t come to this decision lightly,” Twitter CEO Dick Costello wrote 
over several tweets explaining the change.  “I mean, this seems ridiculous, right? A 
system this weirdly specific is barely better than our old, non-existent system for 
dealing with harassment.  But we went in and studied the numbers, and we found 
that literally 100% of  twitter users with egg or anime avatars were just the worst.  
We think this will actually make a significant dent in reports of  harassment.”

        Twitter users affected by the changes were outraged.  “I don’t know how 
long until I get banned but this sucks,” user @PussyLord78, whose avatar has 
been anime character Haruhi Suzumiya since March 2009, tweeted just before he 
was blocked.  “This is a gross infringement on my rights to issue death threats 
to #feminazis and #sjws who are trying to ruin video games.  They’re trying to 
censor us reasonable people and I hope they get stabbed in the face by spears 
#gamergate #notyourshield #ethicsinjournalism.” @PussyLord78’s three follow-
ers each tweeted statements of  solidarity following his ban, asserting that their 
repeated death threats and misogynistic rants towards other twitter users was free 
speech and simply an effort to save video games from something, but as two of  
them had egg avatars and the third had Ash Ketchum’s face, all three were soon 
banned themselves.
         
        Despite initial apprehension to the plan, most twitter users report a much 
more pleasant atmosphere now that the policy has been implemented.  Costello 
followed up with more tweets promising further changes to make up for “years of  
not taking online harassment seriously,” and warning users that while the situation 
has improved, it’s not perfect.  “This was really just to buy us some time to put 
an actual system into place.  They may not wear eggs or Ryuko Matoi as masks 
anymore, but assholes are still out there.  Stay vigilant.”

Make Your Own Clickbait Article!

       Last Sunday will go down in Reed history as the day when biology major Carl Free-
man finally subdued and shrunk the massive crab-like monsters he accidentally released on 
campus at the beginning of  the mid-quarter break.

       “Fine,” Freeman reportedly grumbled on Sunday, the last day before classes resumed, 
as he tracked the six crab-monsters he was experimenting on for his thesis.  “I just wanted 
one week without having to look at these things, but no, I guess it’s work all the time.”  
Freeman’s tone was similarly reluctant and sour as he found each of  the crab monsters, 
clambered onto their massive, eight-ton frames, and forcibly injected the anti-growth serum 
into the chinks in their chitinous armor.

        According to Freeman’s roommate, he spent most of  the break sleeping, playing video 
games, and eating pizza, becoming severely agitated whenever someone suggested he do 
something about the arthropods he had unintentionally unleashed.  He left campus once to 
go see Book of  Life, which he described as “only okay.”  

        Many students staying on campus over the break report having similar experiences, 
despite the constant threat of  the giant crab-beasts, which severely injured several students 
and caused several million dollars in property damage during their nine-day rampage.  

        “I guess he should have done something sooner,” one student, who lost their arm to 
the one-eyed crab-monster students nicknamed “Starer,” told The Pamphlette.  “But then 
again, I didn’t call the hospital about my lost arm for a few hours after it got lopped off.  
Can’t fall break just be a time where we procrastinate in peace?”

by SS

Seniors, to Underclassmen:
This is Your Last Warning

According to Freeman’s thesis, after three weeks one crab would 
eventually eat all of  the others and grow to this size.  So really, it 

could have been worse.

Student Finally Gets Around to 
Subduing Giant Crab-Beasts

by EC

Twitter eggs never hatch into swans or eagles.  
Only bird-shaped turds.


